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Abstract: 

With the rapid development of mobile devices and crowdsourcing platforms, the spatial crowdsourcing has attracted much  attention 

from the database community. Specifically, the spatial crowdsourcing refers to sending location -based requests to workers , based on 

their current positions. Let us  consider a spatial crowdsourcing scenario, in which each worker has a set of qualified  skills, whereas 

each spatial task (e.g., repairing a house, decorating a room) is time-constrained, under the budget constraint, and required a s et of 

skills. Under this scenario an important problem, namely multi-skill spatial crowdsourcing (MS-SC), which finds an optimal worke r-

and-task assignment strategy such that skills between workers and tasks match with each other and workers’ benefits are maximized 

under the budget constraint. The MS-SC problem is NP-hard and intractable. Therefore  three effective heuristic approaches, including 

greedy, g-divide-and conquer and cost-model-based adaptive algorithms to get worker-and-task assignments. Through extensive 

experiments demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of our MS-SC processing approaches on both real and synthetic data sets . 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 

Nowadays people can easily identify and participate in some 

locations that are close to their current positions, such as 

repairing houses, and/or preparing for part ies at some locations. 

A framework called spatial crowdsourcing for employing 

workers to conduct spatial tasks, has emerged in both academia 

and industry .A typical spatial crowd sourcing platfo rm assigns a 

number of moving workers to do spatial tasks nearby, which 

requires workers to physically move to some specified locations 

and accomplish these tasks. In contrast, some spatial tasks can be 

rather complex, such as repairing a house which may consist of 

several steps/phases/aspects, and require demanding professional 

skills from workers. These complex tasks cannot be simply 

accomplished by normal workers, but require the skilled workers 

with specific expertise a multi skill spatial crowd sourcing (MS-

SC), which finds an optimal worker-and-task assignment 

strategy, such that skills between workers and tasks match with 

each other, and workers’ benefits are maximized under the 

budget constraint. Therefore a three effective heuristic 

approaches, including greedy, g-divide-and-conquer and cost-

model-based adaptive algorithms to get worker and-task 

assignments. With the popularity of GPS-equipped smart devices 

and wireless mobile networks [1], [6], nowadays people can 

easily identify and participate in  some location-based tasks that 

are close to their current positions, such as taking photos/videos, 

repairing houses, and/or preparing for parties at some spatial 

locations. Recently, a new framework,  namely  spatial 

crowdsourcing [6], for employing workers to conduct spatial 

tasks, has emerged in both academia (e.g., the database 

community ) and industry  A typical spatial crowdsourcing 

platform assigns a number of moving workers to do spatial tasks 

nearby, which requires workers to physically move to some 

specified locations and accomplish these tasks. Note that, not all 

spatial tasks are as simple as taking a photo or video clip 

monitoring traffic conditions  or reporting local hot spots which 

can be easily completed by providing ans wers via camera, 

sensing devices in smart phones, or naked eyes, respectively. In 

contrast, some spatial tasks can be rather complex, such as 

repairing a house, preparing for a party, and performing 

entertainment shows for a ceremony, which may  consist of 

several steps/ phases/aspects, and require demanding 

professional skills from workers. In other words, these complex 

tasks cannot be simply accomplished by normal workers, but 

require the skilled workers with specific expertise (e.g., fixing 

roofs or setting up the stage). Inspired by the phenomenon of 

complex spatial tasks, in th is consider an important problem in 

the spatial crowdsourcing system, namely multi-skill spatial 

crowdsourcing (MS-SC), which assigns multi-skilled workers to 

those complex tasks, with the matching skill sets and high scores 

of the worker-and-task assignments. In the sequel, we will 

illustrate the MS-SC problem by a mot ivation example of 

repairing a house. 

 

Multi-Skilled Workers 

 

The multi-skilled workers in spatial crowdsourcing applications. 

Assume that C ={a1; a2; . . .  ak} is a universe of k 

abilities/skills. Each worker has one or mult iple skills in C, and 

can provide services for spatial tasks that require some skills in 

C. the multi-skilled workers wi can move dynamically with 

speed vi in any direct ion, and at each timestamp p, they are 

located at spatial places  and prefer to move at most di distance 

from . They can freely join or leave the spatial crowdsourcing 

system. Moreover, each worker wi is associated with a set, Xi, of 

skills, such as taking photos, cooking, and decorating rooms.  

 

The multi-skill spatial crowds ourcing problem 

 

In this the multi-skill spatial crowdsourcing problem, which 

assigns spatial tasks to workers such that workers can cover the 

skills required by tasks and the assignment strategy can achieve 
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high scores. Task assignment instance set. Before the MS-SC 

problem, we first introduce the concept of task assignment 

instance set. The spatial task tj is often complex, in the sense that 

it might require several d istinct skills (in Yj) to be conducted. 

For example, a  spatial task of repairing a house may require 

several skills, such as repairing floors, painting walls and 

cleaning. Intuit ively, each task tj has a maximum budget Bj, 

which consists of two parts, the travelling cost of the assigned 

workers and the flexib le budget. The fo rmer cost is related to the 

total travelling distance of workers, whereas the latter one can be 

freely and flexib ly used for rewarding workers for their 

contributions to the task. Here, the distribution of the flexible 

budget among workers can fo llow existing incentive 

mechanis ms in crowdsourcing, which stimulate workers who d id 

the task better 

 

Time-Constrained Complex S patial Tasks 

 

Spatial tasks in  the spatial crowdsourcing system, which are 

constrained by deadlines of arriving at task locations and 

budgets. A task requester creates a time-constrained spatial task 

tj, which requires workers physically moving to a specific 

location lj, and arriv ing at lj before the arrival deadline ej. 

Meanwhile, the task requester also specifies a budget, Bj, of 

salaries, that is, the maximum allowance that he/she is willing to 

pay for workers. This budget, Bj, can be either the reward cash 

or bonus points in the spatial crowdsourcing system. Moreover, 

the spatial task tj is often complex, in  the sense that it might 

require several distinct skills (in Yj) to be conducted. For 

example, spatial tasks of repairing a house may require several 

skills, such as repairing floors, painting walls and cleaning.  

 

II.ARHITECTURE DIAGRAM 

 
 

III.METHODOLOGY 

In general the complex tasks cannot be simply accomplished by 

normal workers, but it is simple when skilled workers with 

specific expertise which assigns mult i-skilled workers to those 

complex tasks, with the matching skill sets. 

 

IV.THEGREEDYAPPROACH 

 

In the greedy algorithm, which iterat ively assigns a worker to a 

spatial task that can always achieve the highest score increase 

shows the pseudo code of  MS-SC greedy algorithm, which 

obtains one worker-and-task pair with the highest score increase 

each time, and returns a task assignment instance set. 

 

The score Increase 

 

In the greedy algorithm first define the increase, Sp, of score Sp , 

in the case where assign a newly available worker wi to task tj. 

Specifically, define the score increase after assigning worker wi 

to task tj as follows 

 

Pruning Strategies 

 

The score increase can be used as a measure to evaluate and 

decide which  worker-and-task assignment pair should be added 

to the task assignment instance set Ip. That is, each time our 

greedy algorithm aims to choose one worker-and task 

assignment pair in S with the highest score increase, which will 

be added to Ip. it is not efficient to enumerate all valid worker-

and-task assignment pairs in S, and compute score increases. 

That is, in the worst case, the time complexity is as high as O 

(m.n) where m is the number of tasks and n is the number of 

workers. Therefore, in this section, we present three effective 

pruning methods (two for pruning workers and one for pruning 

tasks) to quickly filter out false alarms of worker-and-task pairs 

in set S. The worker-pruning strategy. When assigning available 

workers to tasks, we can rule out those valid worker-and task 

pairs in S, which contain either dominated or high-wage 

workers. Let e cj be the total travelling cost for those workers 

that have already been assigned to task tj. If the travelling cost 

cij of assigning worker wi to task t j is greater than the remaining 

budget of task tj, we will not assign worker wi to task tj.  

 

V.THE g-DIVIDE-AND-CONQUERAPPROACH 

 

The first algorithm incrementally finds one worker-and-task 

assignment at a  time;  it  may incur the problem of only  achieving 

local optimality. Therefore, in this section, an efficient g-divide-

and-conquer algorithm (g-D&C), which first divides the entire 

MS-SC problem into sub problems, such that each sub problem 

involves a smaller subgroup of spatial tasks, and then conquers 

the sub problems recursively. Since d ifferent numbers of the 

divided sub problems may incur different time costs, cost -

model-based method to estimate the best value. During the 

recursive process combine/merge assignment results from 

subgroups, and obtain the assignment strategy for merged 

groups, byresolving the assignment conflicts among subgroups. 

Finally the task assignment instance set Ip, with respect to the 

entire worker and task sets . 

 

MS-S C Problem Decompositions 

 

In this section to decompose a MS-SC problem into sub 

problems. In order to illustrate the decomposition, first convert 

our orig inal MS-SC problem into a representation of a bipart ite 

graph. Bipartite  graph representation of the MS-SC problem. 

Specifically, g iven a worker set Wp and a spatial task set Tp, 

denote each worker/task (i.e ., wi or t j) as a vertex in the bipart ite 

graph, where worker and task vertices have distinct vertex types. 

There exists an edge between a worker vertex wi and a task 

vertex t j, if and only if worker wi can reach spatial task tj under 
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the constraints of skills (i.e., Xi \ Yj ), t ime (i.e., arrival t ime is 

before deadline ej of arrival), d istance(i.e., the travelling distance 

is below di), and budget (i.e .,the travelling cost is below task 

budget Bj) and the worker-and-task assignment pair is valid, if 

there is an edge between vertices wi and tj in the graph . 

Decomposing the MS-SC problem will illustrate how to 

decompose the MS-SC prob lem, with respect to task vertices in 

the bipartite graph. An example of decomposing the MS-SC 

problem (as shown in Fig. 5a) into three sub problems (as 

depicted in Fig. 5b), where each sub problem contains a 

subgroup of one single spatial task (i.e., group size = 1), 

associated with its connected worker vert ices. For example, the 

first subgroup in Fig. 5b) contains task vertex t1, as well as its 

connecting worker vertices w1, w3, and w4. Different task 

vertices may have conflicting  workers, for example, tasks t1 and 

t2 share the same (conflict ing) worker vertices w3 and w4. In a 

general case, given n  workers and m spatial tasks, part ition the 

bipartite graph into g subgroups, each of which  contains spatial 

tasks, as well as their connecting worker p resents the pseudo 

code of our MS-SC problem decomposition algorithm, namely 

MS-SC Decomposition, which returns g MS-SC sub problems 

(each corresponding to a subgroup with dm=ge tasks), Ps, after 

decomposing the original MS-SC problem. 

 

Merging conflict reconciliation 

 

In this section, the merg ing conflict reconciliation procedure, 

which resolves the conflicts while merging assignment results of 

sub problems. Assume that Ip is the current assignment instance 

set we have merged so far. Given a new sub problem Ps with 

assignment set the merging algorithm, namely MS-SC Conflict 

Reconcile, which  combines two assignment sets Ip resolving 

conflicts? In particu lar, two d istinct tasks from two sub problems 

may be assigned with the same (conflicting) worker wi. Since 

each worker can only be assigned to one spatial taskat a time, we 

thus need to avoid such a scenario when merging assignment 

instance sets of two sub problems. 

 

VI.THECOS T-MODEL-BAS EDADAPTIVE ALGORITHM 

 

A cost-model-based adaptive approach, Init ially, estimate the 

cost, of applying the greedy approach over worker/task sets 

.Similarly, it can  also estimate the best group and compute the 

cost, If it holds that the cost of the greedy algorithm is s maller 

than that of the g-D&C approach then it will use the greedy 

algorithm by invoking function  MS-SC Greedy otherwise g-

D&C algorithm are used.shows the pseudo-code of our cost-

model-based adaptive algorithm, namely MS-SC Adaptive. 

Initially estimate the cost, costgreedy, of applying the greedy 

approachover worker/task sets Wp and Tp estimate the best 

group size, g, and compute the cost, costgd&c of using the g-

D&C algorithm. If it holds that the cost of the greedy algorithm 

is smaller than that of the g-D&C approach (i.e., costgreedy < 

costgdc), then we will use the greedy algorithm by invoking 

function MS-SC Greedy (due to its lower cost). Otherwise, we 

will apply theg-D&C algorithm, and further partition the 

problem into sub problems Ps  Then, for each subproblem 

Ps,recursively call the cost-model-based adaptive algorithm, and 

retrieve the assignment instance set  After that, merge all the 

assignment instance sets from subproblems by invoking function 

MS-SC Conflict Reconcile. Finally, we return the worker -and-

task assignment instance set Ip. 

 

Cost Model for the Stopping Condition 

 

To determine the stopping level, when using our cost-model-

based adaptive approach to recursively solve the MS-SC 

problem. Intuitively, at the current level k, need to estimate the 

costs, costgreedy and costgdc, of using greedy and g-D&C 

algorithms, respectively, to solve the remaining MS-SC problem. 

If the greedy algorithm has lower cost, then will stop the divide-

and-conquer, and apply the greedy algorithm for each sub 

problems. In the bipartite graph of valid worker-and-task pairs, 

denote the average degree of workers as degw, and that of tasks 

as degt, the computation of valid workerand- task pairs cost. 

Since there are at most n iterat ions, for each round apply two 

worker-pruning methods to at most pairs, and select pairs with 

the highest score increases , which need cost in total. For the cost 

of task-pruning, there are totally n rounds in each round, there 

are at most degw out of m tasks that may be potentially pruned 

.To check each of degw tasks, need cost. Therefore, the total cost 

of task-pruning is g iven If we cannot prune a task that was 

assigned with a worker in  the last round, then need to update 

score increases of deg workersfor that task. 

 

VII.RELATED WORK 

 

Spatial crowdsourcing. Without considering the location  

Information in crowdsourcing, previous works studied the task 

assignment to achieve better accuracy, and prior works  studied 

how to select a proper workerset for a part icular task. Prior 

works like [5], usually studied crowdsourcing problems, which 

treat the locationinformat ion as a parameter and distribute tasks 

to workers. In  these problems, workers are not required to 

accomplish taskson sites. In our MS-SC problem, we focus on 

finding an assignment such that the spatial (e.g., maximum 

moving d istances of worker) and temporal (e.g., the arrival 

deadlines of tasks) constraints can be met, the skills required by 

the tasks can be supported by workers, and the assignment score 

is maximized. Thus the existing methods cannot be directly 

applied. 

 

VIII.CONCLUS ION 

 

In this paper the problem of the mult i-skill o riented spatial 

crowdsourcing (MS-SC), which assigns the time constrained and 

multi-skill-required spatial tasks with dynamically moving 

workers, such that the required skills of tasks can be covered by 

skills of workers and the assignment score is maximized  and that 

the processing of the MS-SC problem is NP-hard, and thus 

propose three approximat ion approaches (i.e ., greedy, g-D&C, 

and cost model- based adaptive algorithms), which can 

efficiently retrieve MS-SC answers. Extensive experiments have 

shown efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed MS-SC 

approaches on both real and synthetic data sets. 
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